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Abstract
Existing method for the antibiotic susceptibility test (AST) requires 2-3 days
to produce the result. For patients with urinary tract infection (UTI), this
lengthy process is critical because they must bear the pain during this period.
A newly proposed idea to shorten the time is by using phenotypic antibiotic
susceptibility test (AST) method on single bacteria.
The first step to achieve the goal is to design and fabricate a platform to
capture single bacteria and remove unwanted particles. An integrated micro
and nanomembrane structure fulfill the requirement. The micro membrane
structure is used to capture intended particles and block larger particles, while
nanomembrane is used to remove unwanted nanoparticles. Micro-membrane
structure is designed as an array of the microwell, and each microwell is
expected to capture the bacteria. The thickness of microwell must be comparable to the bacteria dimension to make the observation of single bacteria be
possible. Otherwise, there will be a stack of bacteria and only the bacteria at
the top can be observed.
The nanoporous membrane is created using aluminum foil through the anodization process and microwell structure is created using OSTE polymer
through photolithography. Both materials are inexpensive and the fabrication process is fairly simple. In the final result, the nanoporous membrane is
successfully integrated with microwell array. Each microwell has diameter
200 µm and thickness 100 µm. The nanoporous membrane has pore diameters
70 nm, thickness 200 nm, and approximate porosity 24.6%.
This project successfully produces a complete device by integrating microwell
array, nanoporous membrane, and a device substrate. However, the desired
thickness for the microwell array is not achieved. The thickness of the
microwell is 100 µm while the size of a bacteria is only a few microns. Thin
microwell array with 5 µm thickness is easily detached from the substrate
during development. To solve this problem, a different mixture of developer
solution is needed that will develop the OSTE but will not destroy the structure.
Nevertheless, this early design of the platform is a promising start in the early
development of rapid antibiotic susceptibility test (AST).
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Sammanfattning
Befintlig metod för antibiotikaresistensprovet (AST) kräver 2-3 dagar för att
producera resultatet. För patienter med urinvägsinfektion (UTI) är denna
långa process kritisk eftersom de måste bära smärtan under denna period. En
nyligen föreslagen idé att förkorta tiden är att använda fenotypisk antibiotikaresistens test (AST) -metod på enstaka bakterier.
Det första steget för att uppnå målet är att designa och tillverka en plattform
för att fånga enskilda bakterier och ta bort oönskade partiklar. En integrerad
mikro- och nanomembranstruktur uppfyller kravet. Mikromembranstrukturen används för att fånga in avsedda partiklar och blockera större partiklar, medan nanomembran används för att avlägsna oönskade nanopartiklar.
Mikromembranstrukturen är utformad som en uppsättning av microwell, och
varje mikrowell förväntas fånga bakterierna. Mikrocellens tjocklek måste
vara jämförbar med bakteriedimensionen för att göra observation av enskilda
bakterier möjlig. Annars kommer det att finnas en stapel bakterier och endast
bakterierna på toppen kan observeras.
Det nanoporösa membranet skapas med aluminiumfolie genom anodiseringsprocessen och mikrovågsstruktur skapas med hjälp av OSTE-polymer genom
fotolitografi. Båda materialen är billiga och tillverkningsprocessen är ganska
enkel. I det slutliga resultatet integreras det nanoporösa membranet med
microwell array. Varje mikrowell har diameter 200 µm och tjocklek 100 µm.
Det nanoporösa membranet har porediametrar 70 nm, tjocklek 200 nm och
ungefärlig porositet 24.6%.
Detta projekt producerar framgångsrikt en komplett enhet genom att integrera microwell array, nanoporöst membran och ett anordningssubstrat.
Emellertid uppnås inte den önskade tjockleken för mikrowellmatrisen. Mikrocellens tjocklek är 100 µm medan storleken på en bakterie endast är några
mikron. Tunn microwell array med 5 µm tjocklek lossas lätt från substratet
under utveckling. För att lösa detta problem behövs en annan blandning
av utvecklingslösning som kommer att utveckla OSTE men kommer inte
att förstöra strukturen. Ändå är denna tidiga utformning av plattformen en
lovande start i den tidiga utvecklingen av snabbt antibiotikaresistensprov
(AST).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In many bioanalyses, the sample is required to have uniform particles before a
test is performed. Even if there is only one foreign particle mixed in the sample,
the result can be unreliable. For example, during a chemical testing, different
reactions might occur than originally expected. If it is optical inspection,
foreign particles may become the source of noise in the resulted image. One
of the recommended method to ensure the uniformity of particles is filtration.
It works by separating different particle based on their dimension using a
micropore or nanopore structure.

Figure 1.1: Comparison of microfilter with integrated micro-nano filter
Commercial micropore filters are able to separate microparticles and other
bigger particles. However, much smaller particles such as nanoparticles are
also captured in the process. These nanoparticles could potentially obstruct
any follow-up process afterward such as optical observation, or chemical
testing.
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A proposed idea to solve the problem is to bond microwells and nanopores
together to have a dual layer of a membrane filter. In this way, bigger particles
stay on top of the microwell, target particles are captured, while nanoparticles
are filtered away through the nanopore. The microwell is fabricated using Off
Stoichiometry Thiol Ene Polymer or abbreviated as OSTE, while nanopore is
created by using nanoporous alumina.
OSTE contains both thiol and ene monomers with intended excess amount
commonly in thiol. When exposed to UV, polymerization takes place and
OSTE will change from liquid to elastomer. The unreacted monomers stay on
top of the polymer, and it gives tunable surface properties such as hydrophobic
or hydrophilic. The surface could also be bonded directly to external material.
This polymer does not absorb liquid unlike PDMS and has tunable surface
properties, unlike SU8. The fabrication of OSTE in a laboratory is simple and
can be scaled up to industrial grade volume[1]. These properties of OSTE
make it equal,if not superior to other polymer for microstructure, therefore it
is selected as microwell’s material.
Nanoporous alumina, on the other hand, is a self-ordering porous structure
created by anodizing high purity aluminium. Pore diameter can be fabricated
to as small as 5 nm[2]. The small dimension of the pore makes it possible to
sort particles with nanometer precision.
A possible application but not limited for this integrated structure is for
capturing bacteria. Once the bacteria is captured, the structure can be used as
a platform for phenotypic antibiotic susceptibility test (AST). A phenotypic
test is the observation of change in an object resulted from the interaction of
its genotype to the environment. In the case of AST,the environment is the
injected antibiotic while the target is bacteria. This phenotypic testing utilizes
a standard microscope to observe any change in bacteria when injected with
an antibiotic.
This thesis is actually a part of a larger project for the rapid and cheap
antibiotic resistance test, specifically in urinary tract infection (UTI) disease.
A normal procedure of AST in UTI takes 2-3 days[3], but with phenotypic
AST, a significant reduction of time to just several hours is possible. This
would potentially benefit the patient who suffers the pain during the lengthy
test. The focus of this thesis is the development of a sample filtration platform
by integrating nanoporous alumina and OSTE to capture single bacteria. This
thesis, however, will not cover the test of the device using bacteria, or even
clinical test to asses the susceptibility of antibiotic.

Chapter 2
Method
2.1

Device Substrate

Device substrate served as a mechanical support for both microwell and
nanoporous membrane. The choice of material for this layer is OSTE polymer.
It was chosen for two reasons, functionality and economic value. In terms
of functionality, OSTE had a simple fabrication process for microstructure
and had high stiffness for mechanical support. This was proven by its high
Young modulus that was comparable to the thermoplastic material[4]. From
an economic point of view, the material was relatively low cost, considering
the price of 1 kg of OSTE cost around e790 [5].
There were several types of OSTE adjusted for different purposes. Since
substrate would be bonded to aluminium foil, OSTE product with additional
epoxy compound was a better option. This type of OSTE is often called
as OSTE+ and is commercially available as OSTE 322 and OSTE 325 in the
market. But for simplicity in this thesis, both original OSTE and OSTE+ will be
called as OSTE. OSTE 325 was designed for very thin layer structure around 5
micrometers while OSTE 322 was designed for much thicker structure ranging
from several hundred micrometers to several centimeters [5, 6]. To provide
good mechanical support, a thicker structure would be needed, therefore
OSTE 322 was selected.
A piece of aluminium foil with 99.5% purity was firstly obtained from VWR
industrial aluminium. Based on figure 3.1, fabrication started by casting liquid
OSTE+ to a PMMA mold with dimension 1 cm × 2 cm. Then, the OSTE was
exposed with UV light for a period of time to polymerize monomers and
oligomers in liquid OSTE. Once the exposure was done, OSTE changed from
liquid to elastomer. The aluminium foil was then attached on top of OSTE
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Figure 2.1: Device substrate fabrication process

and gently pressed to have good bonding. After that, the chip was flipped
and then exposed once again for around 3-5 minutes to further polymerize
remaining monomers and oligomers. At last, leaving the structure inside an
oven with a temperature of 60°C for several hours, changed the polymer to a
thermoplastic material.

2.2

Microwell Array

The purpose of microwell array was to trap bacteria that would later be tested
with the antibiotic. After antibiotic injection, bacteria would be observed
through optical inspection and the result would be based on its physical
change. This method is also called phenotypic antibiotic susceptibility test.
For a proper optical inspection, the microwell should not allow bacteria to
stack with each other. Otherwise, it would be impossible to observe all bacteria
properly. Therefore microwell array should have the thickness comparable
to the bacteria.
Each microwell would have a circular form with diameter 200 µm. The
thickness should be as thin as possible in order to realize the goal. The
minimum thickness recommended by Mercene lab was 5 µm by using OSTE
325. Therefore, the first experiment was to try fabricating 5 µm microwell
array and before reducing the thickness later. The OSTE 325 was a recent
product and there wasn’t any publication referencing this product. A more
popular product for microwell was OSTE 322, and there had been several
publications referencing this product [7, 8, 9]. The disadvantage, however,
was that the minimum thickness for OSTE 322 around 100 µm. The fabrication
process for each product was different in layer addition process, but then
everything would be the same afterwards.

CHAPTER 2. METHOD
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Figure 2.2: Layer addition process for OSTE 322 and OSTE 325

Figure 2.2 shows layer addition process for both OSTE 322 and 325. OSTE
325 was specifically designed for small structures. Fabrication started by spin
coating with speed 2000 rpm for 45 s. The thickness of the thin layer at this
speed was 5 µm according to the datasheet of the product. OSTE 322 could
not be spin coated due to its high viscosity. Instead, the thickness was defined
by placing the spacer on both sides of the substrate before applying OSTE.
Plastic was then used to flatten the OSTE by pressing it gently. The next
process would be the same for both OSTE products as depicted in figure 2.3

Figure 2.3: Microwell fabrication process
Since OSTE was a negative resist, a glass mask with patterned chromium dots
was needed to block the UV. During the exposure, chromium dots blocked
UV light to several spots. Those spots were not polymerized compared to
the rest area and were still in liquid form. Remaining liquid OSTE would be
removed in the development phase with the developer solution and aided with
ultrasonicator. The type of developer solution, the length of development
time had been described in each datasheet, but additional adjustment might
be needed for optimal results. At last, the whole chip needs to be stored in an
oven for several hours to achieve good bonding between microwell and the
aluminium, and also to make the microwell stiff.

6
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Nanoporous membrane

The nanoporous membrane was created by anodizing aluminium with a
certain acidic solution. In the setup diagram shown in figure 2.4, aluminium
was connected to the positive probe, and platinum was connected to the
negative probe. The result of anodization was expected to be self-ordered
nanoporous alumina [10].

Figure 2.4: Nanoporous membrane fabrication process
After anodization, the membrane still had two blocking layer underneath.
Those two were the remaining aluminium layer and the alumina barrier
that was formed during anodization. To open those layers, chemical etching
would be used in the following sequence. First the mixture of copper chloride
and hydrochloric acid for etching the aluminium, then phosphoric acid for
alumina [11].

Chapter 3
Experiments and Results
Experiments for each layer of the chip (device substrate, microwell, and
nanoporous membrane) are explained in this chapter. Varying parameters
for each experiment is summarized in 3.1.
Table 3.1: Varying parameters in each experiment
Device Substrate
Exposure time

3.1

Microwell
Thickness
Developer solution

Nanoporous membrane
Type of acid
Time
Voltage

Device Substrate Fabrication and Integration

Device substrate was fabricated using OSTE 322. The epoxy in the mixture
ensures a good bonding to any external material. According to the datasheet,
recommended exposure time was 60 s for 365nm UV light with intensity
12mw/cm2.
In the first trial, aluminium foil was directly attached to the surface of OSTE
after pre-exposure for 60 s, continued with additional UV overexposure for
about 5 minutes, and finally thermally bonded inside 60°C oven for several
hours. The OSTE was fully polymerized and had a solid structure, but it did
not have a wet surface. As a result, the bonding between aluminium and
OSTE was not good enough and aluminium was easily detached. Reducing the
pre-exposure to 40 s was the optimum time needed for OSTE to polymerize
and to have a wet surface that would improve bonding with aluminium foil.

7
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The result of the integration between aluminium foil and OSTE is shown in
the figure 3.1. Aluminium foil was successfully attached to an OSTE substrate
that has an opening in the middle.

Front side

Back side

Figure 3.1: Device substrate

3.2

Microwell Array Fabrication

The expected outcome is a properly developed microwell. The term "properly
developed" refers to a condition when the unexposed region is removed
completely and the exposed region remain intact. Fulfilling only one condition
is not considered as "properly developed". Here in this section, the good and
bad result is justified by this qualitative metric.

Figure 3.2: Spectral reflectance plot [12]

CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
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All microwell structure in this part was fabricated on top of the glass substrate.
The idea was to produce good structure on non-reflective material like glass,
then reproduce the structure on top of aluminium foil. Reflectivity could
cause bad results during photolithography. The reflectivity of aluminium is
so high compared to the glass as indicated in figure 3.2.
A brief summary of this section can be explained in this and the following
paragraph. Microwell array was first fabricated using OSTE 325 because
this OSTE was specifically designed for 5 µm thin structure. However, the
experiment did not yield the perfect result of thin microwell array. The thin
microwell was first fabricated with the original recipe from datasheet but
the result was so poor. Additional effort to improve the result had been done
by changing some parameters, though it still failed to produce a desirable
result. A more specific explanation of this thin microwell array is explained
in subsection 3.2.1.
Microwell array was just one part of the whole complete device. Nanoporous
membrane should be fabricated by in situ anodization method in the microwell. Therefore, it was essential for the microwell to be done first before the
nanoporous membrane could be fabricated. Since the result of OSTE 325
was poor, the plan was then changed to create microwell array from OSTE
322. It was true that OSTE 322 would produce 100 µm thick layer of the
microwell, but the plan was modified to fabricate complete device first and
then improved microwell array later. This was also due to time constraint
in the master thesis timeline. A detailed explanation of this is provided in
subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.1

Thin Microwell Array

The main objective was to obtain 5 µm thin structure. If the microwell were
thin, there would be no stack of bacteria trapped inside. With this structure,
it would be easier to analyze the bacteria using a standard microscope. The
original recipe of OSTE 325 to obtain 5 µm thin layer was by spinning the
OSTE with 2000 rpm. As for the time, 45 s was deemed enough for the
structure to have a uniform thickness. The polymerization process for OSTE
325 requires 365nm UV light with 12mw/cm2 intensity and should be exposed
in between 40 - 80 s.
To develop the structure, dipping the exposed OSTE in butyl acetate (BuAc)
or acetone was recommended. Two other developer solutions were also
used to improve the result. Those solutions include propylene glycol methyl
ether acetate (PGMEA), and a mixture solution consisting of Acetone: BuAc:

10
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PGMEA with ratio 1:10:10. In short, this subsection is categorized into four
different developer solution for OSTE 325.
• Developer solution : Acetone
• Motivation
Acetone is a stronger developer solution compared to BuAc, and it had
been used for developing another type of OSTEs as well. This became the
first developer solution that was experimented.
• Method
Recommended, exposure time was between 40 - 80 s. The exposure time
was set to 60 s and 100 s. The first was in the recommended exposure, while
the latter was overexposure.
• Results
As depicted in figure 3.3, both structures with different exposure time
were destroyed once put inside acetone in approximately 5 s. During
development, it was possible to destroy the structure if it was not fully
polymerized. However, in this case, an overexposure 100 s to the structure
ensure good polymerization, yet whole structure was still destroyed. This
showed that acetone simply destroyed the whole structure.

60 s

100 s

Figure 3.3: Developed microwell with acetone

• Developer solution : BuAc
• Motivation
Butyl acetate was a weaker developer solution. In the beginning, it was
expected that this developer solution would not destroy whole structure
like acetone. Also, this was one of the recommended developer solutions
from the datasheet.

CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
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• Method
The range of UV exposure time was between 20-80 s. Exposure 70 s was
chosen to make sure the structure was properly cured, leaving development
time as the varying parameter from 90 to 180 s with 30 s increment. Shorter
exposure time 25 s was also experimented to check if there was a problem
with overexposure.
• Results
The result is shown in a table-like figure 3.4. It is divided into three rows
and four columns. Each column represents different development time
starting from 90 s in the first column until 180 s in the fourth column.
Three rows show captured images of the same microwell with different
magnification. The first row shows the image of a microwell in with 60
times magnification, the second one represents microwell with 10 times
magnification and at the last row, the image was not magnified. The range
of UV exposure time was between 20-80 s.
At 60 times magnification, it could be observed that none of the microwell
structure was developed properly. A breaking happened at the boundary of
the exposed and unexposed region and only a small part of the unexposed
area was removed. At 10 times magnification, there were visible residues
of OSTE in most of the wells. The development time couldn’t be increased
because the whole was destroyed at 180 s as indicated in the macroscopic
view of the structure.

12
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Figure 3.4: Microwell array developed with BuAc

Since both OSTE and glass were transparent to UV light, and the surface
is flat, it was unlikely for UV light to cross to the unexposed region. The
failure could be attributed to two reasons. The first was the overexposure
problem and the second might be caused by too weak developer solution
as opposed to acetone.
Another microwell structure was exposed to faster exposure time 20 s to
investigate if the problem was due to overexposure. The development time
for this exposure time was at maximum 30 s since the whole structure was
swept away after that period. In turned out, the structure looked similar to
previous results. While the unexposed region was not removed properly,
the whole structure had started to disintegrate. Overexposure was not the
problem, therefore the possible cause is the developer solution. It seemed
that the developer solution has lower selectivity between exposed and
unexposed OSTE.

CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
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60 magnification

macroscopic view

Figure 3.5: Developed microwell with 20s exposure

• Developer solution : PGMEA
• Motivation
Since BuAc was too weak while Acetone was too strong for development,
the alternative would be a medium developer solution. Therefore, PGMEA
was selected as the alternative.
• Method
The exposure time was set to 70 s similar to previous exposure time in
BuAc while different development time was applied from 60 s to 90 s. With
constant exposure time, the effect of different developer solution could be
observed.
• Results
The result is shown in a table-like figure 3.6. It is divided into four columns
and three rows and each column represent different development time
starting from 60 s in the first column until 90 s in the last column. Three rows
show captured images of the same microwell with different magnification.
The first row shows the image of microwell with 60 times magnification,

14
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the second represents microwell with 10 times magnification and at the
last row, the image was not magnified.

Figure 3.6: Microwell array developed with PGMEA

As expected from stronger developer solution, the development time was
less than BuAc. By comparing the 60 times magnified image in all development time, it was visible that random opening happened in the microwell
and bigger opening happened as time increased. The development time
couldn’t be increased since at 90 s the whole structure started to dissolve
away as indicated in the macroscopic view. There was only a portion of all
structure left at 90 s. The microwell was still undeveloped, although it was
better than BuAc.
• Developer solution : New mixture
• Motivation

CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
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The last effort to find the perfect development solution was by mixing Acetone, BuAc, and PGMEA. A recent report used a mixture of Acetone:BuAc:PGMEA
with proportion 1:10:10 to develop 1 mm thick OSTE 322 structure and the
result was much better[13]. At this time, the same mixture would be used
to develop 5 µm OSTE 325 structure.
• Method
The exposure time was set to 70s similar to previous exposure experiments
while different development time was applied.
• Results
The result is shown in a table-like figure 3.7. It is divided into four columns
and three rows. Each column represents different development time starting
from 65 s in the first column until 90 s. Three rows show captured images
of the same microwell with different magnification. The first row shows the
image of microwell with 60 times magnification, the second row represents
microwell with 10 times magnification and the last image was not magnified.
By observing 60 times magnified images, proper development happened
at 80 and 90 s. At 65 s, partial opening happened in the middle, while at
70 s, more than half of unexposed area had been removed. At 10 times
magnification, uniformity of all microwells could be observed properly. The
result at 80 s development time still had OSTE residues in several microwells,
while at 90 s, all microwells were developed properly. Observation of
macroscopic image showed that the structure at 80 s and 90 s were almost
swayed away. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the term
"developed properly" refers to complete removal of the unexposed region
while exposed area remains intact. The result of this mixture had not
fulfilled those two conditions too.
At the time this result was observed, the investigation of 5 µm thin microwell was stopped due to limited time for investigating the appropriate
combination of development time, and the type of developer solution.

16
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Figure 3.7: Microwell structure developed with new mixture

3.2.2

Thick Microwell Array

• Developer Solution : Acetone
• Motivation
The experiment with thin microwell structure using OSTE 325 was postponed and replaced instead with OSTE 322. Consequently, the thickness
increased drastically to 100 um. The urgent priority was to make complete
device then improve this individual part later.
• Method
The recipe recommended using between 40-80 exposure time to properly
polymerize the OSTE. Aceton was selected as developer solution for OSTE
322 because it was written in the datasheet and also had been repeatedly
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confirmed in several publications. There was no information about development time though in the datasheet. As per recommendation from previous
users, the exposure time was set to 60s.
• Results
The first development time 60 s had already yielded good result as indicated
in figure 3.8. The first subfigure of figure 3.8 shows the macroscopic structure of the microwell. The whole structure was still intact on top of the
glass. The second subfigure was a microwell structure with a slice viewed
through a 5x magnification lens. This was intended to show that the well
was through.

Figure 3.8: OSTE 322 on glass

3.2.3

Experiment on Aluminium Substrate

• Motivation
As previously mentioned at the beginning of this section, the microwell
array structure was fabricated on top of glass first then later transferred on
top of aluminium. Few adjustments might be needed to properly produce a
similar result as in glass considering aluminium is a very reflective material.
This high reflectivity accelerated the polymerization during UV exposure.
Therefore, the most important adjustment was the reduction in exposure
time.
• Method
Exposure time started from 50 s which was less 10 s than normal exposure
time on the glass substrate. If the result was not good enough, further
decrease in UV exposure time should be done.
• Results
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In figure 3.9, it was shown with 50 s exposure time, all wells were not
properly developed and still contain OSTE residue. Expected microwell
should shine brightly since aluminium is a very reflective material. It didn’t
take too long to get the good result as 40 s was enough to produce good
structures as indicated in the second subfigure.

50 s

40 s

Figure 3.9: microwell result with varying exposure time

Although the recipe had been found for aluminium, apparently there was
still a problem with consistency on implementing it on the same substrate.
In other aluminium foil, there was still some OSTE left in the well, and it
seems to had been cured already. This condition is well depicted on figure
3.10.

5x magnification

10x magnification

Figure 3.10: Other microwell results with UV 40s

3.3

Anodization of Aluminium Foil

Once the microwell was open, the anodization process to create nanoporous
alumina could be carried out. Most publications used ultrapure aluminium
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with 99.99% purity in their anodization process. The aluminium in this project
was cheap aluminium foil with 99.5% purity obtained from VWR. Although
the existing recipe was already available in most papers, an adjustment would
be needed for 99.5% pure aluminium.
On this experiments, there were three important variables in the anodization
process. First was the type of acid, then voltage, and finally anodization time.
Not all acid could produce self-ordering nanopore structure and phosphorous
acid and oxalic acid were the two most common acid for anodization. Volage
regulates the interpore distance, therefore it also regulates porosity of the
structure, and porosity is a very essential property for filtration purpose.
Expected result on varying the time should show different thickness, but on
this experiment, this result was not achieved.

3.3.1

Acid solution

• Motivation
The first experiment was just to anodize the aluminium using two most
common acids (phosphoric and oxalic), and then observed if self-ordering
nanopore structure was created in any of those acids.
• Method
Two aluminium foil with 99.5% purity and two ultrapure aluminium foil
with 99.99% quality were anodized with two different acids at the same
voltage 40 V for 30 minutes. Based on past experiments, anodizing ultrapure
aluminium would produce nanoporous structure, but the result for 99.5%
aluminium was unknown.
• Results
The first experiment was phosphoric acid and the voltage was increased
slowly from 0 to 160 V. Unfortunately, even with 80 volt, the aluminium
was burnt instantly, the high current was detected, and the setup was also
burnt. Anodization was performed once again at a much lower voltage 40 V
because at this voltage, the current is stable between 0 - 2 mA. The result is
shown in the first subfigure of figure 3.11 with pore diameter approximately
80nm. The second experiment was oxalic acid at 40 V. There was no issue
with high current nor burnt. But through SEM, nanopores were not visible.
When high purity aluminium 99.99% was anodized with similar recipe,
nanoporous structure was obtained for both phosphoric and oxalic. The
result is shown in figure 3.12.
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The failure to produce nanoporous alumina using oxalic acid from 99.5%
aluminium was attributed to the impurity of the aluminium. It was observed that using the same oxalic to anodize 99.99% aluminium produce the
nanoporous structure. With this result, the only suitable acid to anodize
99.5% aluminium was only phosphoric acid.

Phosphoric on 99.5% Al

Oxalic on 99.5% Al

Figure 3.11: Fabricated nanoporous alumina from low purity aluminium

Phosphoric on 99.99% Al

Oxalic on 99.99% Al

Figure 3.12: Fabricated nanoporous alumina from ultrapure aluminium

3.3.2

Voltage

• Motivation
In theory, voltage is proportional to interpore distance, therefore, increasing
the voltage would increase the interpore distance. However, until now,
there was no clear indication on which parameter contributed to pore
diameter and it would require an experiment to measure the result directly.
Pore diameter and interpore distance were critical in determining porosity
and porosity is a critical parameter for filtration purpose.
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• Method
The anodization used the same material 99.5% pure Aluminium, anodized
with 1.1 M Phosphoric acid. Since there had been good results for 40 V and
bad results at 80 V, so 60 V was then selected to check if interpore distance
was increased.
• Results
In the appendix of this report, it was written that interpore distance for
phosphoric acid was measured 95 - 122 nm for 0.3 Molarity. The concentration on for phosphoric was 1.1 M, so it is possible to have larger interpore
distance because acid strength contributed to the etching rate of aluminium.
Using quantitative measurement tool ImageJ, the size of pore diameter, gap,
and interpore distance can be measured
Table 3.2: Comparison of nanopore properties with voltage difference
Voltage

Diameter(nm)

60
40

80
70

Interpore
Distance(nm)
156
124

Gap(nm)
76
54

It was observable from figure 3.13, the pore diameter for both voltages were
not so different. while the interpore distance in 60 V was slightly larger
compared to 40 V. The interpore distance on this experiment was expected
since it should be linear to the voltage. The larger the voltage, the larger
the interpore distance [10].

40 V

60 V

Figure 3.13: Nanopore structure with different voltages
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With simple approximation, it is possible to determine the pore density of the
nanoporous structure by knowing the pore diameter and interpore distance.
In 1 µm2 , there could be approximately 64 pores of 40 V, and 36 pores of 60 V.
Multiplied by the area of every single pore, the total porous area for 40 V is
approximately 246 300 nm2 and for 60 V 180 955 nm2 . Both approximations
translates to 24.6% and 18.1% porosity. Although it is a mere approximation,
the large difference in total pore area shows superior porosity in 40 V.

3.3.3

Time

• Motivation
The motivation for time variation was to observe different thickness produced by different anodization time.
• Method
All parameters were kept constant except anodization time. There would
be four different time variations (15, 30, 60, 120) minutes. The cross section
of the chip was obtained by first dipping the chip in liquid nitrogen, then
broke it around the area that was most likely anodized.
• Results
Unfortunately, the only cross-section that could be obtained was for 30
minutes anodization. Cross section view was not able to be obtained for
other parameters. As for the only successful sample, the measured thickness
was 200 nm. Figure 3.14 shows a developed microwell with nanoporous
alumina inside it. Figure 3.15 shows an intentional nanopore crack, and the
close-up version of the nanopore cross-section.

Figure 3.14: Nanoporous alumina in Microwell
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Figure 3.15: Cross-section of Nanoporous alumina
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Chapter 4
Discussion
4.1
4.1.1

Device substrate Fabrication and Integration
Summary of Results

The epoxy compound in the OSTE product is the main reason for good
bonding between OSTE to external material. OSTE is first poured to a mold,
exposed to UV light for a certain time before bonded to aluminium foil. The
recommended exposure time in the datasheet is 60 s, and after this period,
OSTE is fully polymerized and becomes solid. The substrate is successfully
created but aluminium foil is easily detached from OSTE substrate.
It is found that the surface is too dry and it prevents good bonding between
OSTE and aluminium foil. Therefore, a wetter surface of OSTE is needed
before bonded to aluminium foil. In order to have a wetter surface, exposure
time must be reduced from 60 s.
The reduction of exposure time improves the bonding as expected. A better
bonding is achieved by continuous reduction till 40 s. At 35 s, the surface of
OSTE was wetter than 40 s, but the whole structure is still partially solid. The
substrate must first be released from the mold before bonded to aluminium.
When it is not fully solid, the whole structure is destroyed during the release.
The reduction of exposure time is a compromise between the wet surface and
the solid state of OSTE. Adequate exposure time to achieve both is 40 s.
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Suggestions for Improvement

Although there is no major problem during device substrate fabrication process, there is one thing that can be improved. The bending of the device
substrate is observed during fabrication, and this is depicted in figure 4.1.
The source of the problem can be traced to the post-thermal cure process.
In the process flow for device fabrication in figure 3.1, when aluminium foil
and substrate has been bonded, both are then stored in an oven. Once the
substrate is placed inside the oven, it undergoes thermal expansion. After
several hours, both are placed outside to cool down. During this cooling
down process, the substrate contracts and thus creating this bent structure.

Figure 4.1: Example of bent device
The problem is finally solved by placing a load on top of substrate during
thermal cure and also during the cooling process, to make sure the structure
stays flat. Once the structure is cooled down, the load can be released. Another
solution is to perform a thermal cure process in room temperature. This would
take 1 - 2 days compared to several hours inside the oven. However, the result
of this process is better than the first alternative since there is no thermal
expansion involved.

4.2
4.2.1

Microwell Array Fabrication
Summary of Results

Once device substrate is obtained, the next phase is to fabricate the 5 µm
microwell structure before in situ anodization experiment. As mentioned
before, the motivation for fabricating thin microwell is to prevent a stack
of bacteria. This will enable direct observation of single bacteria using a
standard microscope. The process of obtaining a 5 µm structure is started
from spin coating, followed by photolithography, development, and finally
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thermal cure. From these different stages, the problem always happens in the
development phase.
Four different developer solutions are experimented, starting from acetone,
followed by butyl acetate (BuAc), then propylene glycol methyl ether acetate
(PGMEA), and lastly the mixture of solution Acetone: BuAc: PGMEA with
ratio 1:10:10. The first two are recommended developer solution from the
datasheet, while the latter two are not. Different results are obtained. Acetone
destroys the whole structure in just several seconds, butyl acetate does not
develop the structure at all as indicated by no difference between exposed and
unexposed region. PGMEA is a stronger developer solution than BuAc but
far weaker than acetone. PGMEA improves the development a little bit, with
more opening in the unexposed region, but it does not remove the unexposed
region completely.
A stronger developer solution than PGMEA but weaker than acetone is needed.
To obtain such solution, mixing acetone to either PGMEA and Butyl acetate
is experimented. A mixture of Acetone :BuAc: PGMEA with ratio 1:10:10
has been used once for another type of OSTE. Although it is not for the
same OSTE, it can be used as a reference for the mixture. If the result is
promising, an improvement by changing the ratio will be done. The result
for this mixture is significantly better compared to previous results. The
microwell array was properly developed but a new problem occurs. More
than half of the total structure was floating and detached from the substrate
during development. To address this issue, different ratio of the mixture can
be experimented to achieve better development quality, but due to limited
time, the experiment was halted.
The topic of this project is to fabricate nanopore inside microwell by in situ
anodization process. The time for getting proper microwell result cannot be
predicted while nanopore fabrication has not been started. Due to the limited
time, the plan was then deviated from achieving thin microwell structure to
fabricating the whole chip first and then improve this microwell structure
later if there is still time. Thick microwell array becomes the choice for the
alternative microwell array
Both thin and thick structure is first fabricated on a glass substrate before
fabricated on aluminium. If the quality of the structure is good on the glass,
the parameter could be adjusted when transferring the structure on the
alumnium foil. The reason for this action was due to the high reflectivity of
aluminium that could complicate the fabrication process. Aluminium foil is
not perfectly flat compared to glass structure, and with that high reflectivity,
the exposure can be reflected back with a certain angle to another unwanted
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region. Fabrication of thick OSTE on the glass is easy since this has been
done repetitively before. It takes an adjustment of exposure time to get a
good structure similar to the one in the glass. Exposure time for glass is 60 s,
while to obtain the same quality requires 40 s for aluminium foil.
The best result for 5 µm microwell is developed using the mixture solution
of Acetone:PGMA: BuAc with ratio 1:10:10. The problem is, when most
microwells are through, more than half of the structure is swept away.
The proper result of 100 µm microwell on the glass is repeatable. However,
the repeatability on an aluminium substrate is not as high as on glass. Some
microwells are not through and tiny fractions of OSTE is still left in the well.
These fractions of OSTE seems to be cured or partially cured. This is mostly
caused by the uneven surface of aluminium foil and the bending of the device
substrate that causes UV reflection towards the supposedly unexposed region.

Figure 4.2: Non uniformity in microwell structure

Figure 4.3: Comparison of partially and fully developed microwell
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Figure 4.2 shows the non-uniformity of microwell from the same chip. From
right to the left, microwells become less developed. Properly developed
microwells are located at the center of the chip, while other microwells are
located outside. Reflection will always happen in aluminium foil, but due to
the bent issue, there is an angle of reflection outside the center area. Going
further away from the center, the angle of reflection increases and cause
polymerization of neighboring microwells. Figure 4.3 depicts the comparison
of partially and fully developed microwell through SEM. Here in this image,
anodization has been done and the difference between nanoporous alumina
and microwell is visible.
In short, a properly developed 5 µm microwell array is not achieved in this
thesis, whereas 100 µm microwell is achieved in both the glass substrate and
the aluminium.

4.2.2

Suggestion for Improvement

For thin microwell structure, additional effort is needed to find developer
solution that has high selectivity between cured and uncured OSTE. Given a
good result from the mixture of PGMA, Acetone, and BuAc, different mixture
ratio could be experimented to improve the development. Another improvement that could be done is by adding a functional layer in between OSTE and
the substrate to improve the bonding. One example of this layer is silane.
If the surface is flat, the reflection will be always directed towards incoming
UV direction, but if it is bent then the UV ray will be reflected with an angle
to other directions. In some cases of bent structure, partially cured OSTE
in microwell can be removed by extending development time. However,
extending development might not work if the bent is severe, and the device
substrate needs to be fabricated again. The uniformity of microwell array can
be improved if the structure is not bent. Recommendation for improving this
case has been given in the device substrate section.

4.3
4.3.1

Anodization on Aluminium
Summary of Results

In situ anodization of aluminium in microwell array of OSTE is first experimented in this thesis. An advantage of this process is a more durable structure
because the nanoporous structure is fabricated in the microwell while the remaining area is still solid aluminium. Other methods of microwell-nanopores
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integration are done by first fabricating each structure before being bonded
together. With this method, all part of aluminium becomes porous structure
and it becomes more fragile.
A good result of nanoporous alumina is obtained by anodizing ultrahigh purity
aluminium using oxalic acid with 40 V. When aluminium foil is anodized
using the same acid, nanoporous alumina is not visible. Changing the acid
to phosphoric acid while keeping other parameters constant, the nanopore
structure is finally observed.
With 40 V, the porosity of nanopore structure is 24.6%. This value is actually
high considering the porosity of self-ordering nanoporous alumina is around
10%. When increased to 60 V, interpore distance is increased, and the total
number of pores per area is reduced from 64 to 36. On the other hand, the pore
diameter is increased from 70 nm to 80 nm. When the porosity is measured,
the result is 18.1
Although the pore diameter is larger, porosity at 60 V is still less than 40
V. The number of pores per area, contributes more to the porosity. Further
reduction of the voltage may possibly increase the porosity, but it could also
destroy the whole structure for there is a very small gap between each pore.
Besides, this 24.6% porosity value is good enough for voltage experiment.
Improvement of the porosity can be done later.
With a thick structure, the nanopore is more durable towards the external
force. To achieve thicker structure, different time-varying experiments are
conducted. The variation of time consists of 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes. Of all
different, experiment at 30 minutes yields an observable result with thickness
around 200 - 300 nm while others failed to produce any result.
In short, nanoporous alumina fabrication using aluminium foil with 99.5%
purity is possible using phosphoric acid. Superior porosity is achieved by
anodizing at 40 V with approximate porosity 24.6%. The only observable
thickness is between 200 nm - 300 nm.

4.3.2

Suggestions for Improvement

Other acids may be experimented to obtain the nanoporous structure, a different voltage can be applied to achieve higher porosity. However, additional
effort on these two parameters is not necessary because current results are
already satisfying.
Time variance does not really produce a desirable result because there is no
observable thickness from the experiment on three parameters ( 15, 60, 120
minutes). There is no single explanation about this issue and each failure
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may be caused by different issues. Some possible issues are the failure during
breaking those chips for cross-section investigation, a blurry image during
SEM, or failure in experiment due to the coated platinum electrode. The
color of platinum electrodes changes from silver to red during anodization as
shown in figure 4.4.
Since there is no clear explanation behind the failure, another set experiment
with similar parameter should be done again to ensure the source of the
problem.

Figure 4.4: Coated platinum electrod during anodization
After anodization, there is still aluminium underneath nanoporous alumina.
Removal of the remaining aluminium from the back side is needed to open
the pore, and it is done by selective etching of aluminium. Several published
papers use a mixture of HgCl, but this mixture is quite dangerous to be used in
the lab. An alternative mixture is 10% (w/w)HCl and 0.1 M CuCl as explained
by Popat et al [14]. This mixture will not etch the alumina. However, opening the pore from the backside is not performed during this project because
this process is considered repeatable in all anodization. During the anodization process, the focus is directed towards finding optimum parameters for
anodization.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
In situ integration of nanoporous alumina and microwell array is proven to be
possible. The fabrication process for both structures are fairly simple and use
cheap materials. Microwell array uses OSTE while the nanoporous structure
is fabricated using aluminium with lower purity. The summary of the chip
structure is given in the following table.
Table 5.1: Device Specification
Device Substrate
Dimension : 1cm x
2cm
Hole dimension :
0.25cm x 0.25cm
Thickness : 1 cm

Microwell

Nanopores

Diameter : 200 um

Pore diameter : 70 nm

Thickness : 100 um

Thickness : 200 nm
Porosity : 24.6%

Although a complete chip is successfully fabricated, the thin layer of microwell
is not accomplished. Thick microwell structure (100 µm ) is currently used to
replace the thin one (5 µm). However, since thick structure entraps a stack
of bacteria, the current chip cannot be used for phenotypic AST on single
bacteria.
Additional work is needed to find a new mixture of developer solution for
thin microwell structure. Other improvements also include fixing the bent
structure of the device substrate and increasing the thickness of nanoporous
alumina.
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Appendix A
Literature Review
A.1

Nanoporous Alumina

Nanoporous alumina is an aluminium oxide material with high density of self
ordered pores. The pore diameter can be fabricated as small as 5 nm [2]. In
this chapter, summarized theories about nanoporous alumina and fabrication
process are given.

A.1.1

Properties

Figure A.1: Nanoporous Silicon Structure[10]
Evaluation of nanoporous alumina is based on its seven features. Depending
on the application, these seven features are not equally important, since some
features might be more important than others. For instance, if nanoporous
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alumina is used as filtration membrane, porosity is more important than
pore density, since the higher the porosity, the faster the flow rate. In A.1,
a drawing of nanopore structure is given with the description of its seven
features.
Table A.1: Well known recipes for nanoporous alumina anodization [10]
No

Parameter

1

Dint

2
3
4

Dp
B
P

5

p

6
7

H
W

A.1.2

Description
The distance from the center of one pore to nearest
pore
Pore diameter
Barrier thickness in the bottom of the pore
Porosity, the ratio of porous area to the total area
Pore density, the total number of pores per surface
area
Pore height
Pore wall thickness

Pore Growth Theory

During anodization, the measured current density indicates a different state of
porous creation. The first phase is the creation of aluminium oxide (alumina)
layer on top of the aluminium surface, and during this period the current
density drops drastically. The second phase is the start of pore nucleation,
that is when very small holes are created just on the surface of the same
alumina layer. The rise of current signifies this process in step two.
In the third phase, the current decreases lightly, that is during pore channels
formation in the initial oxide barrier layer. At last in fourth phase, pore size
increases by merging with neighboring pores. At this point, the current
density becomes a plateau. These four phases are shown in figure A.2.
Table A.2: Type of Electrolyte for Anodization[10]
Electrolyte
0.3 M Sulfuric Acid
0.3 M Oxalic Acid
0.3 M Phosphoric Acid
5 M Malonic Acid
3 M Tartaric Acid
2 M Citric Acid

Voltage(V)
19-25
40
42-48
120
195
240

Interpore Distance(nm)
50-65
103
95-112
300
500
600
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Figure A.2: Pore Growth Theory Based on Current Density[10]

The table A.2 is the summary of known recipes to produce nanoporous alumina. The fabrication depends on four parameters, the voltage, temperature,
type of acid, and time. The temperature for these recipes is set to 0°C. Out of
these four parameters, the most important is the voltage as it is linear to the
interpore distance. The lower the voltage, neighboring pores will be brought
closer. The pore diameter are influenced by the four parameters, however it
is still uncertain how these parameters influence the pore size.

A.1.3

Fabrication method

Nanoporous alumina is created by an electrochemical etching process of
aluminium, also called as anodization. An experiment setup for anodization
is shown in figure A.3. Two electrodes aluminium and platinum are prepared
and placed parallel in an acid solution. The positive probe is connected to
aluminium and the negative probe is connected to platinum. When both
electrodes are supplied with power, anodization will start and small bubbles
are apparent on platinum surface. During anodization, heat is generated
from aluminium, and it could break the aluminium easily. A cooling stage is
then connected to aluminium for regulating the temperature. Electrical rotor
creates a continuous flow for preventing localized heat.
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Figure A.3: Nanoporous Silicon Structure[10]

A.1.4

Application

Drug delivery

Cell Culture

Nanowires

Figure A.4: Nanoporous alumina applications
There have been many applications using this ceramic material. A review
journal by Ingham summarized several examples of existing applications
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[15]. Nanoporous alumina are used as template for nanowire fabrication,
in hight throughput microbiology imaging, cell culture platform, and also
in photonics. Other researchers find the use of this material as microwell
medium for drug delivery carrier [16].

A.2

Off Stoichiometry Thiol Ene Polymer

Currently, most studies for lab on chip application are using PDMS. However,
the material is not suitable for commercial application for two reasons. The
first is the difficulty to scale up the fabrication from laboratory to factory
volume. The second reason is due to the property of PDMS that can absorb
the liquid. This is really problematic because in the lab on chip application,
liquid size range from microliter to nanoliter, therefore small amount of
absorption could change the readout. A novel polymer that exhibits various
advantages of PDMS and does not have these two problems were invented at
MST department, KTH. The material is called Off Stoichiometry Thiol Ene or
OSTE and it is a very promising material for lab on chip application both in
research level or in industrial scale. As for this specific project, it has been
investigated that OSTE bonds really well to nanoporous alumina. [1]

A.2.1

Polymerization Process

OSTE is a polymer made from the mixture of thiol and ene monomers through
click chemistry. The click bonding of thiol and ene monomers are facilitated
by UV light as shown in figure A.5 subfigure A). The term Off Stoichiometry
refers to the intentional action of excessing either one of the monomer. Assume that there are m and n as molar concentration of ene and thiol monomer,
with x and y as the number of ene and thiol group in both monomers. If
m*x is not equal to n*y, then it is called off-stoichiometry, and the excess
monomer will appear on the surface of OSTE as shown in subfigure B). In
subfigure C), the final OSTE has thiol excess on the surface. The thiol excess
surface can be used further tuned to have hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface
property. [1].
There is also another version of OSTE called OSTE+. This version of OSTE
contains additional epoxy substance in it. The incorporation of epoxy is
possible via interaction with thiol, thus creating thiol-ene-epoxy network.
The epoxy layer makes it possible to bond OSTE to any external material [4,
18].
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Figure A.5: OSTE Polymerization. A) Click Chemistry Thiol-Ene, B) OffStoichiometry concept, C) Complete Polymerization process with thiol excess
[17]

A.2.2

Fabrication Method

Initially, both OSTE and OSTE+ is in liquid state. Exposing both to UV will
cure the structure. Additionally for OSTE+, another thermal cure is also
needed to further polymerize thiol-epoxy. The UV exposure duration is
different for OSTE and OSTE+. For OSTE, the duration takes only several
seconds while for OSTE+ could be more than a minute.
After the exposure, the OSTE+ changes state from liquid to elastomer. Another
cure facilitated by heat needs to be done for several hours inside an oven.
Later, the OSTE+ structure will be hard and has Young modulus comparable
to thermoplastic material such as PMMA.
Creating a patterned structure of OSTE is achieved by using two methods,
casting, and photolithography. The casting process is by pouring the liquid
OSTE to a certain mold and expose it directly with UV light. After the
exposure, the material is still in elastomer state and can be easily peeled off
from the mold. Then the OSTE is thermally cured to harden the structure.
Usually casting is done if the desired OSTE’s structure is thick. This typical
OSTE+ for this purpose has commercial name OSTE 322 and it is shown in
the first subfigure of figure A.6.
Another method to create patterned OSTE structure is through photolithography. It starts by pouring OSTE liquid on top of a substrate then spinning
the substrate at high rpm to have a flat surface. This process is also called
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spin coating. Then, the surface is UV exposed through a glass with a nontransparent pattern created from chromium. The non-transparent pattern
blocks the UV light while the transparent lets it through. This creates a nonuniform exposed area in the OSTE. When reacted with an organic solvent
like acetone, the non-exposed are will dissolve while the exposed will remain,
therefore creating OSTE with patterned holes. The commercial product for
this purpose is shown as the bottle with red label in figure A.6.

OSTE 322

OSTE 325

Figure A.6: Nanopore structure with different voltages

A.2.3

Application

Although it is still recent, several projects have been carried out to investigate
the application of this material. Some examples of those projects include polymer nanoliter array for drug delivery [13], synthetic paper for pregnancy test
in ikea advertisement [19], cell encapsulation and biomolecular analysis[20],
and others.
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